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Abstract The measurement of missing transverse momen-
tum in the ATLAS detector, described in this paper, makes
use of the full event reconstruction and a calibration based
on reconstructed physics objects. The performance of the
missing transverse momentum reconstruction is evaluated
using data collected in pp collisions at a centre-of-mass en-
ergy of 7 TeV in 2010. Minimum bias events and events with
jets of hadrons are used from data samples corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of about 0.3 nb−1 and 600 nb−1
respectively, together with events containing a Z boson de-
caying to two leptons (electrons or muons) or a W boson de-
caying to a lepton (electron or muon) and a neutrino, from
a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
about 36 pb−1. An estimate of the systematic uncertainty on
the missing transverse momentum scale is presented.
1 Introduction
In a collider event the missing transverse momentum is de-
fined as the momentum imbalance in the plane transverse to
the beam axis, where momentum conservation is expected.
Such an imbalance may signal the presence of unseen par-
ticles, such as neutrinos or stable, weakly-interacting super-
symmetric (SUSY) particles. The vector momentum imbal-
ance in the transverse plane is obtained from the negative
vector sum of the momenta of all particles detected in a pp
collision and is denoted as missing transverse momentum,
EmissT . The symbol EmissT is used for its magnitude.
A precise measurement of the missing transverse mo-
mentum, EmissT , is essential for physics at the LHC. A large
EmissT is a key signature for searches for new physics pro-
cesses such as SUSY and extra dimensions. The measure-
ment of EmissT also has a direct impact on the quality of a
number of measurements of Standard Model (SM) physics,
such as the reconstruction of the top-quark mass in t t¯ events.
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Furthermore, it is crucial in the search for the Higgs boson
in the decay channels H → WW and H → ττ , where a
good EmissT measurement improves the reconstruction of the
Higgs boson mass [1].
This paper describes an optimized reconstruction and cal-
ibration of EmissT developed by the ATLAS Collaboration.
The performance achieved represents a significant improve-
ment compared to earlier results [2] presented by ATLAS.
The optimal reconstruction of EmissT in the ATLAS detec-
tor is complex and validation with data, in terms of reso-
lution, scale and tails, is essential. A number of data sam-
ples encompassing a variety of event topologies are used.
Specifically, the event samples used to assess the quality of
the EmissT reconstruction are: minimum bias events, events
where jets at high transverse momentum are produced via
strong interactions described by Quantum Chromodynam-
ics (QCD) and events with leptonically decaying W and
Z bosons. This allows the full exploitation of the detector
capability in the reconstruction and calibration of different
physics objects and optimization of the EmissT calculation.
Moreover, in events with W → `ν , where ` is an electron
or muon, the EmissT performance can be studied in events
where genuine EmissT is present due to the neutrino, thus al-
lowing a validation of the EmissT scale. In simulated events,
the genuine EmissT , E
miss,True
T , is calculated from all gener-
ated non-interacting particles in the event and it is also re-
ferred to as true EmissT in the following.
An important requirement on the measurement of EmissT
is the minimization of the impact of limited detector cover-
age, finite detector resolution, the presence of dead regions
and different sources of noise that can produce fake EmissT .
The ATLAS calorimeter coverage extends to large pseudo-
rapidities1 to minimize the impact of high energy particles
1ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the
nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-
axis coinciding with the axis of the beam pipe. The x-axis points from
the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y axis points upward.
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escaping in the very forward direction. Even so, there are in-
active transition regions between different calorimeters that
produce fake EmissT . Dead and noisy readout channels in
the detector, if present, as well as cosmic-ray and beam-
halo muons crossing the detector, will produce fake EmissT .
Such sources can significantly enhance the background from
multi-jet events in SUSY searches with large EmissT or the
background from Z → `` events accompanied by jets of
high transverse momentum (pT) in Higgs boson searches
in final states with two leptons and EmissT . Cuts are applied
to clean the data against all these sources (see Sect. 3), and
more severe cuts to suppress fake EmissT are applied in analy-
ses for SUSY searches, after which, for selected events with
high-pT jets, the tails of the EmissT distributions are well
described by MC simulation [3].
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
introduction to the ATLAS detector. Section 3 and Sect. 4
describe the data and Monte Carlo samples used and the
event selections applied. Section 5 outlines how EmissT is re-
constructed and calibrated. Section 6 presents the EmissT per-
formance for data and Monte Carlo simulation, first in min-
imum bias and jet events and then in Z and W events. The
systematic uncertainty on the EmissT absolute scale is dis-
cussed in Sect. 7. Section 8 describes the determination of
the EmissT scale in-situ using W → `ν events. Finally, the
conclusions are given in Sect. 9.
2 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector [1] is a multipurpose particle physics
apparatus with a forward-backward symmetric cylindrical
geometry and near 4π coverage in solid angle. The in-
ner tracking detector (ID) covers the pseudorapidity range
|η| < 2.5, and consists of a silicon pixel detector, a sili-
con microstrip detector (SCT), and, for |η| < 2.0, a tran-
sition radiation tracker (TRT). The ID is surrounded by a
thin superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T magnetic
field. A high-granularity lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling
electromagnetic calorimeter covers the region |η| < 3.2. An
iron/scintillator-tile calorimeter provides hadronic coverage
in the range |η| < 1.7. LAr technology is also used for the
hadronic calorimeters in the end-cap region 1.5 < |η| < 3.2
and for both electromagnetic and hadronic measurements in
the forward region up to |η| < 4.9. The muon spectrometer
surrounds the calorimeters. It consists of three large air-core
superconducting toroid systems, precision tracking cham-
bers providing accurate muon tracking out to |η| = 2.7, and
additional detectors for triggering in the region |η| < 2.4.
Cylindrical coordinates (r,φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ be-
ing the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is
defined in terms of the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2).
3 Data samples and event selection
During 2010 a large number of proton-proton collisions, at
a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV, were recorded with stable
proton beams as well as nominal magnetic field conditions.
Only data with a fully functioning calorimeter, inner detec-
tor and muon spectrometer are analysed.
Cuts are applied to clean the data sample against in-
strumental noise and out-of-time energy deposits in the
calorimeter (from cosmic-rays or beam-induced background).
Topological clusters reconstructed in the calorimeters (see
Sect. 5.1) at the electromagnetic energy (EM) scale2 are
used as the inputs to the jet finder [4]. In this paper the anti-
kt algorithm [5], with distance parameter R = 0.6, is used
for jet reconstruction. The reconstructed jets are required to
pass basic jet-quality selection criteria. In particular events
are rejected if any jet in the event with transverse momentum
pT>20 GeV is caused by sporadic noise bursts in the end-
cap region, coherent noise in the electromagnetic calorime-
ter or reconstructed from large out-of-time energy deposits
in the calorimeter. These cuts largely suppress the resid-
ual sources of fake EmissT due to those instrumental effects
which remain after the data-quality requirements.
The 2010 data sets used in this paper correspond to a total
integrated luminosity [6, 7] of approximately 600 nb−1 for
jet events and to 0.3 nb−1 for minimum bias events. Trig-
ger and selection criteria for these events are described in
Sect. 3.1. For the Z → `` and W → `ν channels, the
samples analysed correspond to an integrated luminosity
of approximately 36 pb−1. Trigger and selection criteria,
similar to those developed for the W /Z cross-section mea-
surement [8], are applied. These criteria are described in
Sects. 3.2 and 3.3.
3.1 Minimum bias and di-jet event selection
For the minimum bias events, only the early period of data
taking, with a minimal pile-up contribution, is studied. Se-
lected minimum bias events were triggered by the mini-
mum bias trigger scintillators (MBTS), mounted at each
end of the detector in front of the LAr end-cap calorimeter
cryostats [9].
Events in the QCD jet sample are required to have passed
the first-level calorimeter trigger, which indicates a signif-
icant energy deposit in a certain region of the calorimeter,
with the most inclusive trigger with a nominal pT thresh-
old at 15 GeV. The event sample used in this analysis con-
sists of two subsets of 300 nb−1 each, corresponding to
2The EM scale is the basic calorimeter signal scale for the ATLAS
calorimeters. It provides the correct scale for energy deposited by elec-
tromagnetic showers. It does not correct for the lower energy hadron
shower response nor for energy losses in the dead material.
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two periods with different pile-up and trigger conditions.3
One subset corresponds to the periods with lower pile-up
conditions with, on average, 1 to 1.6 reconstructed vertices
per event. The other subset corresponds to the periods with
higher pileup conditions, where the peak number of visible
inelastic interactions per bunch crossing goes up to 3. In the
following, di-jet events are used, selected requiring the pres-
ence of exactly two jets with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 4.5.
Jets are calibrated with the local hadronic calibration (see
Sect. 5.1).
For each event, at least one good primary vertex is re-
quired with a z displacement from the nominal pp interac-
tion point less than 200 mm and with at least five associated
tracks. After selection, the samples used in the analysis pre-
sented here correspond to 14 million minimum bias events
and 13 million di-jet events.
3.2 Z → `` event selection
Candidate Z → `` events, where ` is an electron or a muon,
are required to pass an e/γ or muon trigger with a pT thresh-
old between 10 and 15 GeV, where the exact trigger selec-
tion varies depending on the data period analysed. For each
event, at least one good primary vertex, as defined above, is
required.
The selection of Z → μμ events requires the presence
of exactly two good muons. A good muon is defined to
be a muon reconstructed in the muon spectrometer with a
matched track in the inner detector with transverse momen-
tum above 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5 [10]. Additional require-
ments on the number of hits used to reconstruct the track
in the inner detector are applied. The z displacement of the
muon track from the primary vertex is required to be less
than 10 mm. Isolation cuts are applied around the muon
track.
The selection of Z → ee events requires the presence of
exactly two identified electrons with |η| < 2.47, which pass
the “medium” identification criteria [8, 11] and have trans-
verse momenta above 20 GeV. Electron candidates in the
electromagnetic calorimeter transition region, 1.37 < |η| <
1.52, are not considered for this study. Additional cuts are
applied to remove electrons falling into regions where the
readout of the calorimeter was not fully operational.
In both the Z → ee and the Z → μμ selections, the
two leptons are required to have opposite charge and the
reconstructed invariant mass of the di-lepton system, m``,
is required to be consistent with the Z mass, 66 < m`` <
116 GeV.
With these selection criteria, about 9000 Z → ee and
13000 Z → μμ events are selected. The estimated back-
3Pile-up in the following refers to the contribution of additional pp
collisions superimposed on the hard physics process.
ground contribution to these samples is less than 2% in both
channels [8].
3.3 W → `ν event selection
Lepton candidates are selected with lepton identification cri-
teria similar to those used for the Z analysis. The differences
for the selection of W → eν events are that the “tight” elec-
tron identification criteria [8, 11] are used and an isolation
cut is applied on the electron cluster in the calorimeter to re-
duce contamination from QCD jet background. The event is
rejected if it contains more than one reconstructed lepton.
The EmissT , calculated as described in Sect. 5, is required
to be greater than 25 GeV, and the reconstructed lepton-
EmissT transverse mass, mT , is required to be greater than
50 GeV.
With these selection criteria, about 8.5×104 W →
eν and 1.05×105 W → μν events are selected. The back-
ground contribution to these samples is estimated to be
about 5% in both channels [8].
4 Monte Carlo simulation samples
Monte Carlo (MC) events are generated using the PYTHIA6
program [12] with the ATLAS minimum bias tune (AMBT1)
of the PYTHIA fragmentation and hadronisation parameters
[13]. The generated events are processed with the detailed
GEANT4 [14] simulation of the ATLAS detector.
The minimum bias MC event samples are generated us-
ing non-diffractive as well as single- and double-diffractive
processes, where the different components are weighted ac-
cording to the cross-sections given by the event genera-
tors.
The jet MC samples, generated using a 2-to-2 QCD ma-
trix element and subsequent parton shower development, are
used for comparison with the two subsets of data taken with
different pile-up conditions. In the earlier sample the frac-
tion of events with at least two observed interactions is at
most of the order of 8–10%, while in the sample taken later
in 2010 this fraction ranges from 10% to more than 50%.
These samples are generated in the pT range 8–560 GeV, in
separated parton pT bins to provide a larger statistics also
in the high-pT bins. Each sample is weighted according to
its cross-section.
MC events for the study of SM backgrounds in Z →
`` and W → `ν analyses are also generated using
PYTHIA6. The only exceptions are the t t¯ background and
the W → eν samples used in Sect. 8.2, which are generated
with the MC@NLO program [15]. For the study of the to-
tal transverse energy of the events, samples produced with
PYTHIA8 [16] are used as well.
MC samples were produced with different levels of pile-
up in order to reflect the conditions in different data-taking
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periods. In particular, two event samples were used for jets:
one was simulated with a pile-up model where only pile-
up collisions originating from the primary bunch crossing
are considered (in-time pile-up) and a second one was simu-
lated with a realistic configuration of the LHC bunch group
structure, where pile-up collisions from successive bunch
crossings are also included in the simulation. In the case of
events containing Z → `` or W → `ν, MC samples with
in-time pile-up configuration are used, because these data
correspond to periods where the contribution of out-of-time
pileup is small.
The trigger and event selection criteria used for the data
are also applied to the MC simulation.
5 EmissT reconstruction and calibration
The EmissT reconstruction includes contributions from en-
ergy deposits in the calorimeters and muons reconstructed
in the muon spectrometer. The two EmissT components are
calculated as:
Emissx(y) = Emiss,calox(y) + Emiss,μx(y) . (1)
Low-pT tracks are used to recover low pT particles which
are missed in the calorimeters (see Sect. 5.3.1), and muons
reconstructed from the inner detector are used to recover
muons in regions not covered by the muon spectrometer
(see Sect. 5.2). The two terms in the above equation are re-
ferred to as the calorimeter and muon terms, and will be
described in more detail in the following sections. The val-
ues of EmissT and its azimuthal coordinate (φmiss) are then
calculated as:
EmissT =
q¡
Emissx
¢2 + ¡Emissy
¢2
,
φmiss = arctan¡Emissy ,Emissx
¢
.
(2)
5.1 Calculation of the EmissT calorimeter term
In this paper, the EmissT reconstruction uses calorimeter cells
calibrated according to the reconstructed physics object to
which they are associated. Calorimeter cells are associated
with a reconstructed and identified high-pT parent object in
a chosen order: electrons, photons, hadronically decaying τ -
leptons, jets and muons. Cells not associated with any such
objects are also taken into account in the EmissT calculation.
Their contribution, named Emiss,CellOutT hereafter, is impor-
tant for the EmissT resolution [17].
Once the cells are associated with objects as described
above, the EmissT calorimeter term is calculated as follows
(note that the Emiss,calo,μx(y) term is not always added, as ex-
plained in Sect. 5.2, and for that reason it is written between
parentheses):
E
miss,calo
x(y) = Emiss,ex(y) + Emiss,γx(y) + Emiss,τx(y) + Emiss,jetsx(y)
+ Emiss,softjetsx(y) +
¡
E
miss,calo,μ
x(y)
¢
+ Emiss,CellOutx(y) , (3)
where each term is calculated from the negative sum of cal-
ibrated cell energies inside the corresponding objects, as:
Emiss,termx = −
N termcellX
i=1
Ei sin θi cosφi,
Emiss,termy = −
N termcellX
i=1
Ei sin θi sinφi,
(4)
where Ei , θi and φi are the energy, the polar angle and the
azimuthal angle, respectively. The summations are over all
cells associated with specified objects in the pseudorapidity
range4 |η| < 4.5.
Because of the high granularity of the calorimeter, it is
crucial to suppress noise contributions and to limit the cells
used in the EmissT sum to those containing a significant
signal. This is achieved by using only cells belonging to
three-dimensional topological clusters, referred as topoclus-
ters hereafter [18], with the exception of electrons and pho-
tons for which a different clustering algorithm is used [11].
The topoclusters are seeded by cells with deposited energy5
|Ei | > 4σnoise, and are built by iteratively adding neighbour-
ing cells with |Ei | > 2σnoise and, finally, by adding all neigh-
bours of the accumulated cells.
The various terms in (3) are described in the following:
• Emiss,ex(y) , Emiss,γx(y) , Emiss,τx(y) are reconstructed from cells in
clusters associated to electrons, photons and τ -jets from
hadronically decaying τ -leptons, respectively;
• Emiss,jetsx(y) is reconstructed from cells in clusters associated
to jets with calibrated pT > 20 GeV;
• Emiss,softjetsx(y) is reconstructed from cells in clusters associ-
ated to jets with 7 GeV < pT < 20 GeV;
• Emiss,calo,μx(y) is the contribution to EmissT originating from
the energy lost by muons in the calorimeter (see Sect. 5.2);
• the Emiss,CellOutx(y) term is calculated from the cells in
topoclusters which are not included in the reconstructed
objects.
All these terms are calibrated independently as described
in Sect. 5.3. The final Emiss
x(y)
is calculated from (1) adding the
E
miss,μ
x(y) term, described in Sect. 5.2.
4This η cut is chosen because the MC simulation does not describe
data well in the very forward region.
5σnoise is the Gaussian width of the EM cell energy distribution mea-
sured in randomly triggered events far from collision bunches.
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5.2 Calculation of the EmissT muon term
The EmissT muon term is calculated from the momenta of
muon tracks reconstructed with |η| < 2.7:
E
miss,μ
x(y) = −
X
muons
p
μ
x(y), (5)
where the summation is over selected muons. In the re-
gion |η| < 2.5, only well-reconstructed muons in the muon
spectrometer with a matched track in the inner detector are
considered (combined muons). The matching requirement
considerably reduces contributions from fake muons (re-
constructed muons not corresponding to true muons). These
fake muons can sometimes be created from high hit multi-
plicities in the muon spectrometer in events where some par-
ticles from very energetic jets punch through the calorimeter
into the muon system.
In order to deal appropriately with the energy deposited
by the muon in the calorimeters, Emiss,calo,μx(y) , the muon term
is calculated differently for isolated and non-isolated muons,
with non-isolated muons defined as those within a distance
ΔR = p(Δη)2 + (Δφ)2 < 0.3 of a reconstructed jet in the
event:
• The pT of an isolated muon is determined from the
combined measurement of the inner detector and muon
spectrometer, taking into account the energy deposited
in the calorimeters. In this case the energy lost by the
muon in the calorimeters (Emiss,calo,μx(y) ) is not added to the
calorimeter term (see (3)) to avoid double counting of en-
ergy.
• For a non-isolated muon, the energy deposited in the
calorimeter cannot be resolved from the calorimetric en-
ergy depositions of the particles in the jet. The muon
spectrometer measurement of the muon momentum af-
ter energy loss in the calorimeter is therefore used, so the
E
miss,calo,μ
x(y) term is added to the calorimeter term (see (3)).
Only in cases in which there is a significant mis-match be-
tween the spectrometer and the combined measurement,
the combined measurement is used and a parameterized
estimation of the muon energy loss in the calorimeter [10]
is subtracted.
For higher values of pseudorapidity (2.5 < |η| < 2.7), out-
side the fiducial volume of the inner detector, there is
no matched track requirement and the muon spectrometer
pT alone is used for both isolated and non-isolated muons.
Aside from the loss of muons outside the acceptance of
the muon spectrometer (|η| > 2.7), muons can be lost in
other small inactive regions (around |η| = 0 and |η| ∼ 1.2)
of the muon spectrometer. The muons which are recon-
structed by segments matched to inner detector tracks ex-
trapolated to the muon spectrometer are used to recover their
contributions to EmissT in the |η| ∼ 1.2 regions [10].
Although the core of the EmissT resolution is not much
affected by the muon term, any muons which are not recon-
structed, badly measured, or fake, can be a source of fake
EmissT .
5.3 Calibration of EmissT
The calibration of EmissT is performed using the scheme de-
scribed below, where the cells are calibrated separately ac-
cording to their parent object:
• The Emiss,eT term is calculated from reconstructed elec-
trons passing the “medium” electron identification re-
quirements, with pT > 10 GeV and calibrated with the
default electron calibration [8].
• The Emiss,γT term is calculated from photons recon-
structed with the “tight” photon identification require-
ments [11], with pT > 10 GeV at the EM scale. Due
to the low photon purity, the default photon calibration is
not applied.
• The Emiss,τT term is calculated from τ -jets reconstructed
with the “tight” τ -identification requirements [19], with
pT > 10 GeV, calibrated with the local hadronic calibra-
tion (LCW) scheme [20]. The LCW scheme uses proper-
ties of clusters to calibrate them individually. It first clas-
sifies calorimeter clusters as electromagnetic or hadronic,
according to the cluster topology, and then weights each
calorimeter cell in clusters according to the cluster en-
ergy and the cell energy density. Additional corrections
are applied to the cluster energy for the average energy
deposited in the non-active material before and between
the calorimeters and for unclustered calorimeter energy.
• The Emiss,softjetsT term is calculated from jets (recon-
structed using the anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.6) with
7 < pT < 20 GeV calibrated with the LCW calibration.
• The Emiss,jetsT term is calculated from jets with pT > 20
GeV calibrated with the LCW calibration and the jet en-
ergy scale (JES) factor [21] applied. The JES factor cor-
rects the energy of jets, either at the EM-scale or after
cluster calibration, back to particle level. The JES is de-
rived as a function of reconstructed jet η and pT using the
generator-level information in MC simulation.
• The Emiss,CellOutT term is calculated from topoclusters out-
side reconstructed objects with the LCW calibration and
from reconstructed tracks as described in Sect. 5.3.1.
Note that object classification criteria and calibration can be
chosen according to specific analysis criteria, if needed.
5.3.1 Calculation of the Emiss,CellOutT term
with a track-cluster matching algorithm
In events with W and Z boson production, the calibra-
tion of the Emiss,CellOutT term is of particular importance be-
cause, due to the low particle multiplicity in these events,
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this EmissT contribution balances the W/Z boson pT to a
large extent [17]. An energy-flow algorithm is used to im-
prove the calculation of the low-pT contribution to EmissT
(Emiss,CellOutT ). Tracks are added to recover the contribution
from low-pT particles which do not reach the calorimeter
or do not seed a topocluster. Furthermore the track momen-
tum is used instead of the topocluster energy for tracks as-
sociated to topoclusters, thus exploiting the better calibra-
tion and resolution of tracks at low momentum compared to
topoclusters.
Reconstructed tracks with pT > 400 MeV, passing track
quality selection criteria such as the number of hits and χ2 of
the track fit, are used for the calculation of the Emiss,CellOutT
term. All selected tracks are extrapolated to the second layer
of the electromagnetic calorimeter and very loose criteria
are used for association to reconstructed objects or topoclus-
ters, to avoid double counting. If a track is neither associ-
ated to a topocluster nor a reconstructed object, its trans-
verse momentum is added to the calculation of Emiss,CellOutT .
In the case where the track is associated to a topocluster,
its transverse momentum is used for the calculation of the
E
miss,CellOut
T and the topocluster energy is discarded, assum-
ing that the topocluster energy corresponds to the charged
particle giving the track. It has to be noticed that there is
a strong correlation between the number of particles and
topoclusters, so, in general no neutral energy is lost replac-
ing the topocluster by a track, and the neutral topoclusters
are kept in most of the cases. If more than one topocluster
is associated to a track, only the topocluster with the largest
energy is excluded from the EmissT calculation, assuming that
this energy corresponds to the track.
6 Study of EmissT performance
In this section the distributions of EmissT in minimum bias,
di-jet, Z → `` and W → `ν events from data are compared
with the expected distributions from the MC samples. The
performance of EmissT in terms of resolution and scale is
also derived.
Minimum bias, di-jet events and Z → `` events are used
to investigate the EmissT performance without relying on MC
detector simulation. In general, apart from a small contribu-
tion from the semi-leptonic decay of heavy-flavour hadrons
in jets, no genuine EmissT is expected in these events. Thus
most of the EmissT reconstructed in these events is a direct
result of imperfections in the reconstruction process or in the
detector response.
6.1 EmissT performance in minimum bias and di-jet events
The distributions of Emissx , Emissy , EmissT and φmiss for data
and MC simulation are shown in Fig. 1 for minimum bias
events. The distributions are shown only for events with total
transverse energy (see definition at the end of this section)
greater than 20 GeV in order to reduce the contamination of
fake triggers from the MBTS. Figure 2 shows the distribu-
tions of the same variables for the di-jet sample. The di-jet
sample corresponding to the periods with higher pileup con-
ditions (see Sect. 3.1) is used. The MC simulation expecta-
tions are superimposed, normalized to the number of events
in the data.
In di-jet events a reasonable agreement is found between
data and simulation for all basic quantities, while there is
some disagreement in minimum bias events, attributed to
imperfect modelling of soft particle activity in the MC sim-
ulation. The better agreement between data and MC simu-
lation in the φmiss distribution for the di-jet sample can be
partly explained by the fact that the EmissT is not corrected
for the primary vertex position; the primary vertex position
in data is better reproduced by the MC simulation for the
di-jet sample than in the case of the minimum bias sample.
Events in the tails of the EmissT distributions have been
carefully checked, in order to understand the origin of the
large measured EmissT . The tails are not completely well de-
scribed by MC simulation, but, both in data and in MC sim-
ulation they are in general due to mis-measured jets. In min-
imum bias events there are more events in the tail in MC
simulation and this can be due to the fact that the MC statis-
tics is larger than in data. In di-jet events, there are more
events in the tail in data. More MC events would be desir-
able. In di-jet events there are 19 events with EmissT > 110
GeV in the data. The majority of them (13 events) are due
to mis-measured jets, where in most of the cases at least one
jet points to a transition region between calorimeters. Two
events are due to a combination of mis-measured jets with
an overlapping muon, and one event is due to a fake high-
pT muon. Finally two events look like good bb¯ candidates,
and one event has one reconstructed jet and no activity in the
other hemisphere.
The events with fake EmissT due to mis-measured jets
and jets containing leptonic decays of heavy hadrons can
be rejected by a cut based on the azimuthal angle between
the jet and EmissT , Δφ(jet, EmissT ). Since the requirement of
event cleaning depends on the physics analysis, the minimal
cleaning cut is applied and careful evaluation of tail events
is performed in this paper. Analyses that rely on a careful
understanding and reduction of the tails of the EmissT dis-
tribution (e.g. SUSY searches such as Ref. [3]) have per-
formed more detailed studies to characterize the residual
tail in events containing high-pT jets. These analyses use
tighter jet cleaning cuts, track-jet matching, and angular cuts
on Δφ(jet, EmissT ) to further reduce the fake EmissT tail. In
Ref. [3] a fully data-driven method (described in detail in
Ref. [17]) was then employed to determine the residual fake
EmissT background.
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Fig. 1 Distribution of Emissx (top left), Emissy (top right), EmissT (bottom left), φmiss (bottom right) as measured in a data sample of minimum
bias events. The expectation from MC simulation, normalized to the number of events in data, is superimposed
The contributions from jets, soft jets and topoclusters not
associated to the reconstructed objects and muons are shown
in Fig. 3 for the di-jet events. The data-MC agreement is
good for all of the terms contributing to EmissT . The tails ob-
served in the muon term are mainly due to reconstructed
fake muons and to one cosmic-ray muon, which can be re-
jected by applying a tighter selection for the muons used in
the EmissT reconstruction, based on χ2 criteria for the com-
bination, isolation criteria and requirements on the number
of hits in muon chambers used for the muon reconstruction.
In the following some distributions are shown for the total
transverse energy,
P
ET, which is an important quantity to
parameterise and understand the EmissT performance. It is
defined as:
X
ET =
NcellX
i=1
Ei sin θi, (6)
where Ei and θi are the energy and the polar angle, re-
spectively, of calorimeter cells associated to topoclusters
within |η| < 4.5. Cell energies are calibrated according to
the scheme described in Sect. 5.3 for EmissT .
The data distributions of
P
ET for minimum bias and
di-jet events from the subset corresponding to lower pileup
conditions (see Sect. 3.1) are compared to MC predictions
from two versions of PYTHIA in Fig. 4. The left-hand
distributions show comparisons with the ATLAS tune of
PYTHIA6. The right-hand distributions show the compar-
isons with the default tune of PYTHIA8. Due to the limited
number of events simulated, the distribution for the di-jet
PYTHIA8 MC sample is not smooth, and is zero in the low-
est
P
ET bin populated by data. This is not understood, also
if it can be partly explained by the fact that the low
P
ET
region is populated by events from the jet MC sample gen-
erated in the lowest parton pT bin (17–35 GeV), which is
the most suppressed by the di-jet selection (a factor about
20 more than other samples) and has a large weight, due to
cross-section. Moreover the PYTHIA8 jet MC sample in the
8–17 GeV parton pT bin is not available. In the case of the
minimum bias sample, due to the very limited number of
events simulated (about a factor 25 less respect to data), the
tails in the PYTHIA8 MC distribution are strongly depleted.
The PYTHIA8 MC [16] version used in this paper has
not yet been tuned to the ATLAS data. The current tune
[22] uses the CTEQ 6.1 parton distribution functions (PDF)
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Fig. 2 Distribution of Emissx (top left), Emissy (top right), EmissT (bottom left), φmiss (bottom right) as measured in the data sample of di-jet events.
The expectation from MC simulation, normalized to the number of events in data, is superimposed. The events in the tails are discussed in the text
instead of the MRST LO∗∗ as used in PYTHIA6, and
its diffraction model differs, including higher-Q2 diffrac-
tive processes. The comparison of the mean values and
the shapes of the two different MC distributions with data
seems to indicate that a better agreement is obtained with
the PYTHIA8 but, due to the reduced PYTHIA8 MC statis-
tics, no firm conclusion can be drawn. In the rest of the pa-
per, the PYTHIA6 MC samples with the ATLAS tune are
used for comparison with data; this version is used as the
baseline for PYTHIA MC samples for 2010 data analyses.
6.2 EmissT performance in Z → `` events
The absence of genuine EmissT in Z → `` events, coupled
with the clean event signature and the relatively large cross-
section, means that it is a good channel to study EmissT per-
formance.
The distributions of EmissT and φmiss for data and MC
simulation are shown in Fig. 5 for Z → ee and Z →
μμ events. The contributions due to muons are shown for
Z → μμ events in Fig. 6. Both the contributions from
energy deposited in calorimeter cells associated to muons,
taken at the EM scale, and the contributions from recon-
structed muons are shown. For Z → ee events, the contribu-
tions from electrons, jets, soft jets and topoclusters outside
the reconstructed objects are shown separately in Fig. 7. The
peak at zero in the distribution of the jet term corresponds to
events where there are no jets with pT above 20 GeV, and
the small values (<20 GeV) in the distribution are due to
events with two jets whose transverse momenta balance. The
MC simulation expectations, from Z → `` events and from
the dominant SM backgrounds, are superimposed. Each MC
sample is weighted with its corresponding cross-section and
then the total MC expectation is normalized to the number
of events in data. Reasonable agreement between data and
MC simulation is observed in all distributions.
Events in the tails of the EmissT distributions in Fig. 5
have been carefully checked. The 22 events with the highest
EmissT values, above 60 GeV, have been examined in detail
to check whether they are related to cosmic-ray muon back-
ground, fake muons, badly measured jets or jets pointing to
dead calorimeter regions. The events in the tails are found
to be compatible with either signal candidates, including t t¯ ,
WW and WZ di-boson events, all involving real EmissT , or
events in which the EmissT vector is close to a jet in the trans-
verse plane. The latter category of events can arise from mis-
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Fig. 3 Distribution of EmissT computed with cells from topoclusters
in jets (top left), in soft jets (top right), from topoclusters outside re-
constructed objects (bottom left) and from reconstructed muons (bot-
tom right) for data for di-jet events. The expectation from MC simula-
tion, normalized to the number of events in data, is superimposed. The
events in the tail of the Emiss,μT distribution are discussed in the text
measured jets, and be rejected at the analysis level with cuts
on Δφ(jet, EmissT ) (see Sect. 6.1).
6.2.1 Measuring EmissT response in Z → `` events
From the event topology [17] in events with Z → `` decay
one can define an axis in the transverse plane such that the
component of EmissT along this axis is sensitive to detec-
tor resolution and biases. The direction of this axis, AZ, is
defined by the reconstructed momenta of the leptons:
AZ =
¡
pT
`+ + pT`
−¢±¯¯
pT
`+ + pT`
− ¯¯
, (7)
where pT` are the vector transverse momenta of the lepton
and anti-lepton. The direction of AZ thus reconstructs the
direction of motion of the Z boson. The perpendicular axis
in the transverse plane, AAZ, is a unit vector placed at right
angles to AZ, with positive direction anticlockwise from the
direction of the Z boson.
The mean value of the projection of EmissT onto the longi-
tudinal axis, hEmissT ·AZi, is a measure of the EmissT scale, as
this axis is sensitive to the balance between the leptons and
the hadronic recoil. Figure 8 shows the value of hEmissT ·AZi
as a function of pZT . These mean values are used as a di-
agnostic to validate the EmissT reconstruction algorithms. If
the leptons perfectly balanced the hadronic recoil, regard-
less of the net momentum of the lepton system, then the
EmissT · AZ would be zero, independent of pZT . Instead,
hEmissT · AZi displays a small bias in both the electron and
muon channels which is reasonably reproduced by the MC
simulation. The observed bias is slightly negative for low
values of pZT , suggesting either that the pT of the lepton sys-
tem is overestimated or that the magnitude of the hadronic
recoil is underestimated. The same sign and magnitude of
bias is seen in both electron and muon channels, suggest-
ing that the hadronic recoil, here dominated by Emiss,CellOutT
and by soft jets, is the source of bias. The component of the
EmissT along the perpendicular axis, EmissT · AAZ, displays
no bias, and, indeed there is no mechanism for generating
such a bias.
In Fig. 9 the dependences of hEmissT · AZi on pZT are
shown separately for events with Z → `` produced in asso-
ciation with zero jets or with at least one jet, with the jet defi-
nition as described in Sect. 3.1. The figure demonstrates that
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Fig. 4 Distribution of
P
ET as measured in a data sample of min-
imum bias events (top) and di-jet events (bottom) selecting two jets
with pT > 25 GeV. The expectation from MC simulation, normalized
to the number of events in data, is superimposed. On the left PYTHIA6
(ATLAS tune) is compared with the data. On the right PYTHIA8 is
compared with the data
there is a negative bias in hEmissT · AZi for events with zero
jets, which increases with pZT up to 6 GeV. A similar bias is
observed in both electron and muon channels, hence it is in-
terpreted as coming from imperfections in the calibration of
the soft hadronic recoil (the Emiss,CellOutT and the Emiss,softjetsT
terms). In events with at least one jet there is a small positive
bias in the electron channel at high pZT , which is visible also
in the muon channel for pZT in the region 15–20 GeV.
Figure 10 shows hEmissT · AZi for Z → `` events where
there are neither high pT nor soft jets, for two cases of
EmissT reconstruction: calculating the E
miss,CellOut
T term with
the track-cluster matching algorithm (see Sect. 5.3.1) or cal-
culating this term from the calorimeter topoclusters only
(denoted as EmissT no tracks). The plots show a lower bias
for the case with the track-cluster matching algorithm, indi-
cating that it improves the reconstruction of the Emiss,CellOutT
term.
6.3 EmissT performance in W → `ν events
In this section the EmissT performance is studied in W →
eν and W → μν events. In these events genuine EmissT is
expected due to the presence of the neutrino, therefore the
EmissT scale can be checked.
The distributions of EmissT and φmiss in data and in
MC simulation are shown in Fig. 11 for W → eν and
W → μν events. The contributions due to muons are shown
for W → μν events in Fig. 12. Both, the EmissT contri-
bution from energy deposited in calorimeter cells associ-
ated to muons, taken at the EM scale, and the EmissT con-
tribution from reconstructed muons are shown. The contri-
butions given by the electrons, jets, soft jets and topoclus-
ters outside reconstructed objects are shown in Fig. 13 for
W → eν events. The MC expectations are also shown, both
from W → `ν events, and from the dominant SM back-
grounds. The MC simulation describes all of the quantities
well, with the exception that very small data-MC discrep-
ancies are observed in the distribution of the Emiss,eT at low
EmissT values. This can be attributed to the QCD jet back-
ground, which would predominantly populate the region of
low EmissT [8], but which is not included in the MC expec-
tation shown.
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Fig. 5 Distribution of EmissT (top) and φmiss (bottom) as measured in a
data sample of Z → ee (left) and of Z → μμ (right). The expectation
from Monte Carlo simulation is superimposed and normalized to data,
after each MC sample is weighted with its corresponding cross-section.
The sum of all backgrounds is shown in the lower plots
Fig. 6 Distribution of EmissT computed with calorimeter cells associ-
ated to muons (Emiss,calo,μT ) (left) and computed from reconstructed
muons (Emiss,μT ) (right) for Z → μμ data. The expectation from
Monte Carlo simulation is superimposed and normalized to data, af-
ter each MC sample is weighted with its corresponding cross-section
6.3.1 EmissT linearity in W → `ν MC events
The expected EmissT linearity, which is defined as the mean
value of the ratio: (EmissT − Emiss,TrueT )/Emiss,TrueT , is shown
as a function of Emiss,TrueT in Fig. 14 for W → eν and
W → μν MC events. The mean value of this ratio is ex-
pected to be zero if the reconstructed EmissT has the correct
scale. In Fig. 14, it can be seen that there is a displacement
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Fig. 7 Distribution of EmissT computed with cells associated to elec-
trons (Emiss,eT ) (top left), jets with pT > 20 GeV (Emiss,jetsT ) (top right),
jets with 7 GeV < pT < 20 GeV (Emiss,softjetsT ) (bottom left) and from
topoclusters outside reconstructed objects (Emiss,CellOutT ) (bottom right)
for Z → ee data. The expectation from Monte Carlo simulation is su-
perimposed and normalized to data, after each MC sample is weighted
with its corresponding cross-section
Fig. 8 Mean values of EmissT · AZ as a function of pZT in Z → ee (left) and Z → μμ (right) events
from zero which varies with the true EmissT . The bias at low
E
miss,True
T values is about 5% and is due to the finite resolu-
tion of the EmissT measurement. The reconstructed EmissT is
positive by definition, so the relative difference is positive
when the Emiss,TrueT is small. The effect extends up to 40
GeV. The bias is in general larger for W → μν events
than for W → eν events. Considering only events with
E
miss,True
T > 40 GeV, the E
miss
T linearity is better than 1%
in W → eν events, while there is a non-linearity up to
about 3% in W → μν events. This may be explained by an
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Fig. 9 Mean value of EmissT · AZ as a function of pZT requiring either zero jets with pT > 20 GeV or at least 1 jet with pT > 20 GeV in the event
for Z → ee (left) and Z → μμ (right) events
Fig. 10 Mean value of EmissT ·AZ as a function of pZT in Z → ee (left)
and Z → μμ (right) for events with no jets with pT > 7 GeV. The de-
fault EmissT is compared with EmissT calculated in the same way with
the exception that the track-cluster matching algorithm is not used for
the calculation of Emiss,CellOutT
underestimation of the Emiss,calo,μT term, in which too few
calorimeter cells are associated to the reconstructed muon.
6.4 EmissT resolution
A more quantitative evaluation of the EmissT performance
can be obtained from a study of the (Emissx ,Emissy ) resolu-
tions as a function of
P
ET. In Z → `` events, as well as
in minimum bias and QCD jet events, no genuine EmissT is
expected, so the resolution of the two EmissT components is
measured directly from reconstructed quantities, assuming
that the true values of Emissx and Emissy are equal to zero.
The resolution is estimated from the width of the combined
distribution of Emissx and Emissy (denoted (Emissx ,Emissy ) dis-
tribution) in bins of PET. The core of the distribution is
fitted, for each
P
ET bin, with a Gaussian over twice the
expected resolution obtained from previous studies [17] and
the fitted width, σ , is examined as a function of
P
ET. The
EmissT resolution follows an approximately stochastic be-
haviour as a function of
P
ET, which can be described with
the function σ = k · √ΣET, but deviations from this simple
law are expected in the low
P
ET region due to noise and in
the very large
P
ET region due to the constant term.
Figure 15 (left) shows the resolution from data at √s = 7
TeV for Z → `` events, minimum bias and di-jet events as a
function of the total transverse energy in the event, obtained
by summing the pT of muons and the
P
ET in calorime-
ters, calculated as described in Sect. 6.1. If the resolution
is shown as a function of the
P
ET in calorimeters, a dif-
ference between Z → ee and Z → μμ events is observed
due to the fact that
P
ET includes electron momenta in
Z → ee events while muon momenta are not included in
Z → μμ events.
The resolution of the two EmissT components is fitted with
the simple function given above. The fits are acceptable and
are of similar quality for all different channels studied. This
allows to use the parameter k as an estimator for the res-
olution and to compare it in various physics channels in
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Fig. 11 Distribution of EmissT (top) and φmiss (bottom) as measured in
a data sample of W → eν (left) and W → μν (right) events. The ex-
pectation from Monte Carlo simulation is superimposed and normal-
ized to data, after each MC sample is weighted with its corresponding
cross-section. The sum of all backgrounds is shown in the lower plots
Fig. 12 Distribution of EmissT computed with cells from muons
(Emiss,calo,μT ) (left) and reconstructed muons (Emiss,muonT ) (right) for
W → μν data. The expectation from Monte Carlo simulation is su-
perimposed and normalized to data, after each MC sample is weighted
with its corresponding cross-section
data and MC simulation. There is a reasonable agreement
in the EmissT resolution in the different physics channels,
as can be seen from the fit parameters k reported in the
figure. The k parameter has fit values ranging from 0.42
GeV1/2 for Z → `` events to 0.51 GeV1/2 for di-jet events.
The EmissT resolution is better in Z → `` events because
the lepton momenta are measured with better precision than
jets.
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Fig. 13 Distribution of EmissT computed with cells associated to elec-
trons (Emiss,eT ) (top left), jets with pT > 20 GeV (Emiss,jetsT ) (top
right), jets with pT < 20 GeV (Emiss,softjetsT ) (bottom left) and from
topoclusters outside reconstructed objects (Emiss,CellOutT ) (bottom right)
for data. The expectation from Monte Carlo simulation is superim-
posed and normalized to data, after each MC sample is weighted with
its corresponding cross-section
Fig. 14 EmissT linearity in W → eν and W → μν MC events as a
function of Emiss,TrueT
In Fig. 15 (right) the EmissT resolution is shown for MC
events. In addition to the Z → ``, minimum bias and di-jet
events, the resolution is also shown for W → `ν MC events.
In W events the resolution of the two EmissT components
is estimated from the width of (Emissx − Emiss,Truex ,Emissy −
E
miss,True
y ) in bins of
P
ET, fitted with a Gaussian as
explained above. There is a reasonable agreement in the
EmissT resolution in the different MC channels studied with
the fitted value of k ranging from 0.42 GeV1/2 for Z →
`` events to 0.50 GeV1/2 for di-jet events. As observed for
data, the EmissT resolution is better in Z → `` events and
slightly better in W → `ν events, due to the presence of the
leptons which are more precisely measured.
The resolution in MC minimum bias events is slightly
worse than in data. This is probably due to imperfections
of the modelling of soft particle activity in MC simulation,
while there is a good data-MC agreement in the resolution
for other channels.
7 Evaluation of the systematic uncertainty
on the EmissT scale
For any analysis using EmissT , it is necessary to be able to
evaluate the systematic uncertainty on the EmissT scale. The
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Fig. 15 Emissx and Emissy resolution as a function of the total transverse
energy in the event calculated by summing the pT of muons and the
total transverse energy in the calorimeter in data at
√
s = 7 TeV (left)
and MC (right). The resolution of the two EmissT components is fitted
with a function σ = k ·√ΣET and the fitted values of the parameter k,
expressed in GeV1/2, are reported in the figure
Table 1 Variations of the
default simulation settings used
for the estimate of the
EmissT
,CellOut term systematic
uncertainty. See Ref. [21] for
details of the parameters
Variation Description
Dead Material 5% increase in the inner detector material
0.1 X0 in front of the cryostat of the EM barrel calorimeter
0.05 X0 between presampler and EM barrel calorimeter
0.1 X0 in the cryostat after the EM barrel calorimeter
density of material in barrel-endcap transition of the EM calorimeter ×1.5
FTFP_BERT An alternative shower model for hadronic interaction in GEANT4
QGSP An alternative shower model for hadronic interaction in GEANT4
PYTHIA Perugia 2010 tune An alternative setting of the PYTHIA parameters with increased final state
radiation and more soft particles
EmissT , as defined in Sect. 5.3, is the sum of several terms cor-
responding to different types of reconstructed objects. The
uncertainty on each individual term can be evaluated given
the knowledge of the reconstructed objects [8, 23] that are
used to build it and this uncertainty can be propagated to
EmissT . The overall systematic uncertainty on the E
miss
T scale
is then calculated by combining the uncertainties on each
term.
The relative impact of the uncertainty of the constituent
terms on EmissT differs from one analysis to another depend-
ing on the final state being studied. In particular, in events
containing W and Z bosons decaying to leptons, uncertain-
ties on the scale and resolution in the measurements of the
charged leptons, together with uncertainties on the jet energy
scale, need to be propagated to the systematic uncertainty
estimate of EmissT . Another significant contribution to the
EmissT scale uncertainty in W and Z boson final states comes
from the contribution of topoclusters outside reconstructed
objects and from soft jets. In the next three subsections,
two complementary methods for the evaluation of the sys-
tematic uncertainty on the EmissT ,CellOut and the EmissT ,softjets
terms are described. Finally the overall EmissT uncertainty
for W → `ν events is calculated.
7.1 Evaluation of the systematic uncertainty
on the EmissT ,CellOut scale using Monte Carlo simulation
There are several possible sources of systematic uncertainty
in the calculation of EmissT ,CellOut. These sources include in-
accuracies in the description of the detector material, the
choice of shower model and the model for the underlying
event in the simulation. The systematic uncertainty due to
each of these sources is estimated with dedicated MC sim-
ulations. The MC jet samples, generated with PYTHIA, are
those used to assess the systematic uncertainty on the jet en-
ergy scale [21]. Table 1 lists the simulation samples consid-
ered, referred to in the following as “variations” with respect
to the nominal sample.
The estimate of the uncertainty on EmissT ,CellOut for a vari-
ation i is determined by calculating the percentage differ-
ence between the mean value of this term for the nomi-
nal sample, labelled μ0, and that for the variation sample,
labelled μi . This approach assumes that the variations af-
fect the total scale and none of the variations introduces a
shape dependence in the EmissT ,CellOut term, as verified in
Ref. [24]. In order to cross-check for a possible dependence
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on the event total transverse energy, the relative difference
Ri = (μi − μ0)/μ0 between different variations is com-
puted in bins of
P
ET for the jet samples. No significant
dependence of Ri on
P
ET is observed. A cross-check on
the topology dependence is done using W → `ν samples
simulated by introducing the variations i. Table 2 shows the
Ri values as computed in both the QCD jet samples and the
W → `ν samples. The results are consistent, showing that
the estimated uncertainty does not have a large dependence
on the event topology.
A symmetric systematic uncertainty on the EmissT ,CellOut
scale is obtained by summing in quadrature the estimated
uncertainties averaged between simulated jet and W events.
The total estimated uncertainty6 on the EmissT ,CellOut term
is 2.6%.
7.2 Evaluation of the systematic uncertainty
on the EmissT ,CellOut scale from the topocluster energy
scale uncertainty
The uncertainty on the scale of the EmissT ,CellOut term, which
is built from topoclusters with a correction based on tracks
(see Sect. 5.3.1), can also be calculated from the topocluster
energy scale uncertainties. These uncertainties can be esti-
mated from comparisons between data and MC simulation
using the E/p response from single tracks, measured by
summing the energies of all calorimeter clusters around a
single isolated track [25]. The effects of these uncertainties
on the EmissT ,CellOut term can be evaluated by varying the en-
ergy scale of topoclusters that contribute to the EmissT ,CellOut
term in W → eν MC samples, as was done in Ref. [8].
The shift in the topocluster energy scale is applied by
multiplying the topocluster energy by the function:
1 ± a × (1 + b/pT ), (8)
Table 2 Systematic uncertainties (Ri ) on Emiss,CellOutT associated with
variations in the dead material (all the variations listed in Table 1
are applied at the same time), in the calorimeter shower modelling
(FTFP_BERT, QGSP) and in the event generator settings (PYTHIA Pe-
rugia 2010 tune)
Variation jet events W production
Dead Material (−0.5 ± 0.1)% (−0.6 ± 0.2)%
FTFP_BERT (0.1 ± 0.4)% (0.5 ± 0.2)%
QGSP (−1.6 ± 0.4)% (−2.2 ± 0.2)%
PYTHIA Perugia 2010 tune (−1.7 ± 0.1)% (−1.5 ± 0.2)%
6In this uncertainty evaluation using MC simulation, the uncertainty on
the absolute electromagnetic energy scale in the calorimeters should
also be taken into account. For the bulk of the LAr barrel electro-
magnetic calorimeter a 1.5% uncertainty is found on the cell energy
measurement, increasing to 5% for the presampler and 3% for the tile
calorimeter [25].
with a = 3(10)% for |η| < (>)3.2 and b = 1.2 GeV.
The a parameter in (8) addresses the uncertainty on the
cluster energy scale, obtained by comparing the ratio of the
cluster energy and the measured track momentum, E/p, in
data and MC simulation [25]. The value in the forward re-
gion, where tracks cannot be used to validate the energy
scale, is estimated from the transverse momentum balance
of one jet in the central region and one jet in the forward
region in events with only two jets at high transverse mo-
menta.
The b parameter in (8) addresses the possible change in
the clustering efficiency and scale in a non-isolated envi-
ronment. To go from the response for single isolated par-
ticles to the cluster energy scale, possible effects from the
noise thresholds in the configuration with nearby particles
are taken into account.
Because of threshold effects, more energy is clustered
for nearby particles than for isolated ones. In an hypothetic
worst case scenario, the environment is so busy that the clus-
tering algorithm is forced to cluster all the deposited en-
ergy, with no bias due to the noise thresholds. Therefore,
the maximal size of the noise threshold effect can be evalu-
ated by comparing the ratio Ecell/p of the total energy Ecell
deposited into all cells around an isolated track to the track
momentum, to the ratio E/p of the clustered energy E to
the track momentum, in data and MC simulation.
The fractional Emiss,CellOutT uncertainty is evaluated from:
¡
ΔCellOut+ + ΔCellOut−¢±¡2 × Emiss,CellOutT
¢
, (9)
where
ΔCellOut+ = ¯¯Emiss,CellOut+T − Emiss,CellOutT
¯¯
,
ΔCellOut− = ¯¯Emiss,CellOut−T − Emiss,CellOutT
¯¯
,
(10)
with EmissT ,CellOut+ and EmissT ,CellOut− obtained by shift-
ing the topocluster energies up and down, respectively, us-
ing (8). The value of the fractional EmissT ,CellOut uncertainty
is found to be approximately 13%, decreasing slightly with
increasing
P
ET
CellOut
. This uncertainty is much larger than
the uncertainty due to the detector description estimated
from the first three lines of Table 2. The main reason is that
the values of a and b which enter into (8) are conservative, to
include the effects described above. In particular the cluster
energy uncertainty in the forward region is conservatively
estimated, since the uncertainty cannot be evaluated using
tracks. Moreover, the procedure does not take into account
the fact that when the clusters are shifted up in pT, some of
them can form jets above threshold and they are therefore
included in the soft jet term in EmissT . These clusters should
be removed from the EmissT ,CellOut, they are in fact kept and
this increases the uncertainty. It should also be noted that
in the calculation of EmissT ,CellOut the track momentum is
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used instead of the topocluster energy when there is a track-
topocluster matching (see Sect. 5.3.1). This would result in a
reduced uncertainty due to the more precise measurement of
the track momentum, which is not taken into account here.
Further study is expected to provide a reduction in this un-
certainty in future, by considering the described effects in
detail.
To give an estimate of the EmissT ,CellOut systematic un-
certainty, the calorimeter contribution can be taken from
Sect. 7.2, and the uncertainty from the event generator set-
tings from Sect. 7.1 (PYTHIA Perugia 2010 tune). This
results in a total systematic uncertainty on the scale of
EmissT
,CellOut of about 13%, which slightly decreases whenP
ET
CellOut increases.
7.3 Evaluation of the systematic uncertainty on the
EmissT
,softjets scale
The same procedure described in the previous sections is
used to assess the systematic uncertainty on the EmissT term
calculated from soft jets (see Sect. 5.1).
Using the MC approach described in Sect. 7.1, it is found
that the uncertainty on EmissT ,softjets does not exhibit a large
dependence on the event
P
ET, as was also found for the un-
certainty on the Emiss,CellOutT scale. The results are consistent
between the QCD jet samples and the W samples, as can be
seen from Table 3 which gives the systematic uncertainties
Ri as computed in jet samples and in W → `ν samples.
A total, symmetric, systematic uncertainty of about 3.3%
on the EmissT ,softjets term is obtained by combining the results
in Table 3, as was done in Sect. 7.1. With the same data-
driven approach utilising the uncertainty on the topocluster
energy scale described in Sect. 7.2, the systematic uncer-
tainty on EmissT ,softjets is evaluated to be about 10%.
As for EmissT ,CellOut, the uncertainty on the E
miss
T
,softjets
scale found by shifting the topocluster energies is larger
than the uncertainty estimated from MC simulation. To give
an estimate of the systematic uncertainty on EmissT ,softjets,
the contribution from the calorimeter response can be taken
from the data-driven evaluation and the contribution from
the event generator settings from Table 3. This results in an
Table 3 Systematic uncertainties (Ri ) on EmissT ,softjets associated with
variations in the dead material (all the variations listed in Table 1
are applied at the same time), in the calorimeter shower modelling
(FTFP_BERT, QGSP) and in the event generator settings (PYTHIA Pe-
rugia 2010 tune)
Variation jet events W production
Dead Material (−1.5 ± 0.1)% (−1.5 ± 0.2)%
FTFP_BERT (0.3 ± 0.4)% (0.8 ± 0.2)%
QGSP (−2.6 ± 0.4)% (−2.5 ± 0.2)%
PYTHIA Perugia 2010 tune (−1.4 ± 0.1)% (−1.0 ± 0.2)%
overall systematic uncertainty of about 10% on EmissT ,softjets,
slightly increasing as
P
ET increases.
7.4 Evaluation of the overall systematic uncertainty
on the EmissT scale in W → eν and W → μν events
Using as inputs the systematic uncertainties on the differ-
ent reconstructed objects [8, 21] and on EmissT ,CellOut and
EmissT
,softjets evaluated in the previous sections, the over-
all EmissT systematic uncertainty in W → eν and W →
μν events is estimated. The same method can be applied
to any final state event topology. Figure 16 shows, for both
W → eν and W → μν events, the systematic uncer-
tainties on each of the terms EmissT ,e (EmissT ,μ), EmissT ,jets,
EmissT
,softjets and EmissT ,CellOut as a function of their individ-
ual contribution to
P
ET labelled
P
ET
term
. All the uncer-
tainties are calculated with the formulae in (9) and (10). In
the same figure the uncertainty on EmissT due to the uncer-
tainties on the different terms is also shown as a function
of the total
P
ET, together with the overall uncertainty on
EmissT , obtained by combining the partial terms. The uncer-
tainties on EmissT ,softjets and EmissT ,CellOut are considered to
be fully correlated. In W → eν and W → μν events, se-
lected as described in Sect. 3.3, the overall uncertainty on
the EmissT scale increases with
P
ET from ∼1% to ∼7%. It
is estimated to be, on average, about 2.6% for both channels.
The EmissT scale uncertainty depends on the event topol-
ogy because the contribution of a given EmissT term can vary
for different final states.
8 Determination of the EmissT scale from W → `ν events
The determination of the absolute EmissT scale is impor-
tant in a range of analyses involving EmissT measurements,
ranging from precision measurements to searches for new
physics.
In this section two complementary methods to determine
the absolute scale of EmissT using W → `ν events are de-
scribed. The first method uses a fit to the distribution of
the transverse mass, mT, of the lepton-EmissT system, and
is sensitive both to the scale and the resolution of EmissT .
The second method uses the interdependence of the neu-
trino and lepton momenta in the W → eν channel, and the
EmissT scale is determined as a function of the reconstructed
electron transverse momentum. Both methods allow checks
on the agreement between data and MC simulation for the
EmissT scale.
8.1 Reconstructed transverse mass method
The method described in this section uses the shape of the
mT distribution and is sensitive to both the EmissT resolu-
tion and scale. The lepton transverse momentum, p`T, and
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Fig. 16 Fractional systematic uncertainty (calculated as in (9)
and (10)) on different EmissT terms as a function of respectiveP
ET
term (left) and contributions of different term uncertainties on
EmissT uncertainty as a function of
P
ET (right) in MC W →
eν events (top) and W → μν events (bottom). The overall systematic
uncertainty on the EmissT scale, obtained combining the various contri-
butions is shown in the right plots (filled circles). The uncertainties on
EmissT
,softjets and EmissT ,CellOut are considered to be fully correlated
the EmissT are used to calculate mT as:
mT =
q
2p`TE
miss
T (1 − cosφ), (11)
where φ is the azimuthal angle between the lepton momen-
tum and EmissT directions. The true mT is reconstructed from
the simulation under the hypothesis that EmissT is entirely due
to the neutrino momentum, pνT. Template histograms of the
mT distributions are generated by convoluting the true trans-
verse mass distribution with a Gaussian function:
E
miss,smeared
x(y) = α Emiss,Truex(y) ∗ Gauss
¡
0, k · pΣET
¢
, (12)
where the parameters α and k are the EmissT scale and reso-
lution respectively.
The α and k parameters are determined through a fit of
the mT distribution to data using a linear combination of
signal and background mT distributions obtained from sim-
ulation. All the backgrounds, with the exception of the jet
background, are evaluated from the same MC samples used
in Sect. 6.3 and the normalization is fixed according to their
cross-sections. The shape of the jet background is also eval-
uated from MC simulation and its normalization is obtained
from the fit, in addition to α and k.
To select W → μν events, the same criteria as described
in Sect. 3.3 are used, with the exception that no cut on
EmissT is applied and a looser cut, mT > 30 GeV, is ap-
plied in order that the background normalization can be
fitted. The α and k parameters obtained from the fit are
shown in Table 4, together with the numbers of events for
the signal and backgrounds and the χ2/ndof of the fit. In
the table, instead of the values of α, the values of α − 1 =
h(Emissx(y) − Emiss,Truex(y) )/Emiss,Truex(y) i are reported, in order to
compare with the result in Sects. 6.3.1 and 8.2. The results
for the α and k parameters using the mT distribution of the
simulated signal are also shown in Table 4, and they are in
good agreement with the results from data. The result of the
fit to data and MC simulation is shown in Fig. 17.
To select W → eν events, the selection described in
Sect. 3.3 is used with the addition of tighter cuts. A cut
EmissT > 36 GeV is applied to exclude the region where the
EmissT response is not linear (see Fig. 14). A cut mT > 40
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Fig. 17 Distributions of the transverse mass, mT, of the muon-EmissT
system (left) and of the electron-EmissT system (right) for data. The
mT distributions from Monte Carlo simulation are superimposed, af-
ter each background sample is weighted as explained in the text. The
main backgrounds are shown for W → μν, the sum of all backgrounds
is shown for W → eν. The W → `ν MC signal histogram is obtained
using the true EmissT smeared as in (12) with the scale and resolution
parameters obtained from the fit
GeV is also applied. The α and k parameters obtained from
the fit are shown in Table 4, together with the results ob-
tained from the MC, which are in good agreement with data.
The result of the fit to data and MC simulation is shown in
Fig. 17.
The results obtained with this method are compatible, at
the few percent level, with the results shown in Fig. 14 and
Fig. 15, which were derived using only simulation. From
those figures, for the W → μν channel α − 1 has values
up to 3% and the resolution is 0.47
pP
ET; for the W →
eν channel α − 1 is close to zero for high EmissT values and
the resolution is 0.47
pP
ET.
The uncertainty due to background subtraction is already
included in the uncertainty reported in Table 4. The sys-
tematic uncertainty on α − 1 is determined to be about 1%
for each channel, by checking the stability of the results us-
ing different cuts on EmissT and using a different generator,
MC@NLO. In summary, with this method the EmissT ab-
solute scale is determined from W → `ν events, in a data
sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about
36 pb−1, with an uncertainty (adding the uncertainties re-
ported in Table 4 with the systematic uncertainty) of about
1.5% and about 2% for the W → μν and W → eν decay
channels, respectively.
8.2 Method based on the correlation between electron
and neutrino transverse momenta in W → eν
In this section the correlation between the transverse mo-
menta of charged and neutral leptons from W boson de-
cays is used to determine the EmissT scale. The mean mea-
sured EmissT is compared to the mean true EmissT from sig-
nal MC events. The relative bias in the reconstructed EmissT ,
(hEmissT i−hEmissT ,Truei)/hEmissT ,Truei, is studied as a function
of peT because the MC simulation of the electron response is
more accurate than that for hadrons.
This method is shown for W → eν events by applying
selection criteria similar to the ones described in Sect. 3.3,
but with isolation requirements both on the electron track
and calorimeter signal. The EmissT is required to be greater
than 20 GeV and no cut is applied on mT.
MC samples are generated with MC@NLO [15]. A next-
to-leading-order (NLO) generator is used for this study be-
cause in this approach the EmissT scale is validated on the
Table 4 Results of mT fit in W → `ν events. The second and third
columns show the scale and resolution parameters obtained. The num-
bers of events for the signal, the electroweak and QCD backgrounds
obtained from the fit are shown in the fourth, fifth and sixth columns
for data. In the last column the χ2/ndof of the fit is reported. The errors
are statistical and take into account background subtraction uncertain-
ties and correlations
Channel α − 1 (%) k Signal EW (fixed) QCD χ2/ndof
W → μν data 5.1 ± 0.8 0.52 ± 0.01 164920 ± 840 14760 24870 ± 840 68/87
W → μν MC 5.5 ± 0.8 0.50 ± 0.01 70/78
W → eν data −0.8 ± 1.6 0.49 ± 0.01 75660 ± 180 1210 980 ± 180 54/75
W → eν MC 1.8 ± 1.7 0.50 ± 0.01 38/54
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basis of the known decay properties of the W boson. The
correlation between pνT and peT is important for this study,
and is poorly described by leading-order generators such as
PYTHIA, whereas it is much improved in MC@NLO. The
MC events are weighted such that the true W boson trans-
verse momentum, pWT , and pseudorapidity ηW agree with
that generated using the RESBOS [26] generator which is
more accurate in describing pWT at low values. Finally, an
additional smearing is applied to the reconstructed electron
momentum in the MC samples, to match the electron reso-
lution measured in data, and the correction is propagated to
EmissT .
A data-driven technique is used to estimate the impact of
jet background, which is small (see Fig. 18 left) and concen-
trated at low peT. W → τν events, where the τ decays to an
electron, are the second largest background, but the impact
on the mean value of EmissT is found to be negligible.
The distribution of peT is shown in Fig. 18. The distribu-
tion from data after event selection is fitted by varying the
normalization of signal MC and QCD background distribu-
tions. A satisfactory description of data is achieved except
for the first bin, which is excluded from the fit. For each
peT bin, the corrected distribution of EmissT is obtained by
subtracting that of the background sample (after normaliz-
ing it according to the fit) from the data distribution. The
largest impact of background corresponds to peT = 20 GeV,
with an effect of about 2 GeV on the mean value of EmissT ;
the effect decreases quickly to 0.2 GeV at peT = 30 GeV.
Since a cut on EmissT is used for the event selection and
the EmissT resolution is finite, the results are biased. To cor-
rect for the bias in signal MC events the requirement of re-
constructed EmissT > 20 GeV is replaced by a cut on true
EmissT > 20 GeV.
The mean measured EmissT , corrected for background and
for the event selection bias, is used to calculate the rela-
tive bias in the reconstructed EmissT , (hEmissT i−hEmissT ,Truei)/
hEmissT ,Truei, which is shown in Fig. 18 as a function of peT.
The figure shows that the EmissT scale is correct at low values
of peT while it is overestimated at high values of peT.
The bias on EmissT is on the percent level between 25 and
35 GeV, then it rises up to 7% and it is 2 ± 0.1% on average.
For comparison, if the entire calculation is performed on sig-
nal MC events alone, the resulting average bias in EmissT is
2.9 ± 0.1%. The method relies on simulation to derive the
correlation between EmissT ,True and peT, so it can be sensi-
tive to details of the simulation. In particular, the jet fac-
torization and renormalization scales, as well as the choice
of PDF, can affect the results, but all these also change the
pWT distribution. Therefore the shape of the pWT distribu-
tion was distorted by ±10%, justified by the comparison of
a recent measurement of the pZT distribution [27] with RES-
BOS predictions, and the relative bias was calculated again.
A systematic uncertainty on the relative EmissT scale bias of±2% is evaluated. The results for the average EmissT scale
are summarized in Table 5. These results agree within errors
with the values of α − 1 shown in Table 4.
9 Conclusion
The missing transverse momentum (EmissT ) has been mea-
sured in minimum bias, di-jet, Z → `` and W → `ν events
in 7 TeV pp collisions recorded with the ATLAS detector in
2010.
The value of EmissT is reconstructed from calorimeter
cells in topological clusters, with the exception of electrons
and photons for which a different clustering algorithm is
used, and from reconstructed muons. The cells are calibrated
according to their parent particle type. The scheme yielding
the best performance is evaluated to be that in which elec-
trons are calibrated with the default electron calibration and
photons are used at the EM scale, the τ -jets and jets are cal-
ibrated with the local hadronic calibration (LCW), the jets
Fig. 18 Transverse momentum distribution of electron candidates in data, in signal MC with nominal event selection and with reversed cuts for
background (QCD) from data (left). Relative bias in the reconstructed EmissT (right). Only statistical uncertainties are shown
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Table 5 Average relative EmissT scale bias obtained from data and MC
simulation from the electron-neutrino correlation method. The statisti-
cal and the systematic uncertainties are given for data
source scale bias (%)
data 2.0 ± 0.1 ± 2.0
MC 2.9 ± 0.1
with pT greater than 20 GeV are scaled to the jet energy
scale, and the contribution from topoclusters not associated
to high-pT objects is calculated with LCW calibration com-
bined with tracking information.
Monte Carlo simulation is found to describe the data
in general rather well. No large tails are observed in
the EmissT distribution in minimum bias, di-jet and Z →
`` events, where no significant EmissT is expected. The tails
are not completely well described by MC simulation espe-
cially in di-jets events, where there are more events in the
tail in data.
There is some difference observed between data and MC
simulation for the reconstructed total transverse energy. The
precise difference is dependent on the model used to simu-
late soft-physics processes.
The EmissT resolution is similar in the different channels
studied and in agreement with the resolution in the MC sim-
ulation. The resolution follows a function σ = k · √ΣET,
where the parameter k is about 0.5 GeV1/2.
The linearity of the EmissT measurement in W →
`ν events is studied in MC simulation as a function of
the true EmissT . Except for the bias observed at small true
EmissT values (visible up to 40 GeV), due to the finite
EmissT resolution, the linearity is better than 1% in W →
eν events, while a small non-linearity up to about 3% is
observed in W → μν events.
The EmissT projected along the Z direction in Z →
`` events is observed to have a bias up to 6 GeV at large
values of pZT in events with no jets, suggesting that some im-
provements are still needed in the calibration of low-pT ob-
jects.
The overall systematic uncertainty on EmissT scale, calcu-
lated by combining the uncertainties on the various terms
entering the full EmissT calculation, is estimated to be, on
average, 2.6% in events with a W decaying to a lepton (elec-
tron or muon) and neutrino. The uncertainty is larger at largeP
ET.
Two methods are used for determining the EmissT scale
from W → `ν events in data, giving results in agreement
with that evaluated using MC simulation. The resulting un-
certainty on the EmissT scale determined in-situ with 36
pb−1 of data is, on average, about 2%.
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